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Alcohol

Alyssa Roberts

Clouds of denial loat through a river of penance,
my only regret is not having sinned sooner.
An arms race at length,
a party without faith.
These clouds of denial loat around my mind
while the river of penance is poured down my throat.
The burning sensation arouses my fury.
It's an arms race,
grab your weapon,
better hurry.
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For Love of Rain

Nubia Lumumba

A sliver of a silken light
Escaped the canopy
Of sullen clouds whose sullied coats
Were bulging at the seams.
Some critters sensed that bitter rains
Would surely soon descend,
And uickly scattered homeward bound
To hide and shield themselves.
Five inches, from my fences, lew
Up to a narrow ledge.
Three s uirrels scurried up an oak
Where lay their comfy dens.
But languid yellow daffodils
Received the rains with glee,
And savored every drop that soaked
Their pretty petticoats.
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Ode to Social Media

Hailey Bennett

Double Tap, Super Like.
Smiley Face, Smiley Face, Smiley Face.
But you’re not smiling.
You’re jealous, illed with ideas
Of who you want to be
Or
Who you think you’re supposed to be.
Retweet, Swipe Right.
Smiley Face, Smiley Face, Smiley Face.
But you’re not smiling.
You’re crying alone in your room
Because he didn’t like your sel ie.
He didn’t text you back.
He left you on read.
He left you.
Share, Favorite.
Smiley Face, Smiley Face, Smiley Face.
But you’re not smiling.
You’re alone in a crowded room
Wondering what you’re worth.
Wondering why you aren’t a model.
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Wondering why your clothes aren’t perfect.
Wondering why you don’t have a thin waist
And a thicc ass.
Wondering why we spell “thicc” with two Cs.
Wondering why no one has ever DM’ed their way into
Your heart.
Wondering why you’re not smiling.
Sad Face, Sad Face, Sad Face.
You wonder why you try.
You wonder why in a world of
Facebook.
Twitter.
Instagram.
Tinder.
You are nothing at all.
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Blue Flowers

Kelly Hess

Bright blue light
Breaks the still darkness
A face is exposed
As light reveals
The high points of her cheeks
The bridge of her nose
The top of her lip
As night dims to day
The moon still dominates the sky
As she inishes her nightly routine
Scrolling
Waiting for the boy to like her post
Scrolling
Waiting for the “friends” to envy her story
Scrolling
No comments
No likes
Bathing in the blue light
She stares into the darkness
Admiring the blue circles that appear
When she closes her eyes
She feels her hands buzz twice
Her blue eyes adjust to the blue light of the screen
Scrolling
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The veins connecting her hands
To her heart
To her lungs
To her brain
Stream blue
Blue lowers grow from her skin
Feeding the luorescent butter lies
Living within her
Without a face
Threatening
Without a voice
Deafening
Without a ist
Paralyzing
Words echoed in her head
Without having to be spoken
Without defense
Her thumb erases the blue light from the dark room
Her eyes wide open
Staring in front of her
The darkness-covered ceiling
The lowers return to buds
Her face remaining blue
As the color pours from her eyes
7

Wanderer in Blue

Tristan James

the day's been drooling.
ivy of my spine the heavy damp fell,
its slime inger taps me into soot.
i mumble, shu le always like a beetle,
peel from memory in morsels,
buoyant in a room of undulating ink.
embers rinse my brain and colors ly
as i regard them tran uilized with hunger–
their fae hue blurring…
talk with me i'll eat your poems,
friendship heals like a mossy cove,
these soft bones all purple grown.
still the night bloats, friends retreat,
echoes of our laughter fail in metro haze,
with myself again, i lure the ghoul fangs.
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Charles Lutwidge Dodgson

You must have known from his
glance at his watch
that he was unreliable.
And yet you followed him
into the hole.
You’re naïve! That’s undeniable.
The hole was shaped for him
and not meant for you
to shimmy down after a stranger.
You should have stayed asleep,
but instead you dove
into the clamor and the clangor.
He was late! He was late!
And who are you to
derail his punctuality?
Was the book really so boring
that you had to escape
your perfectly ine reality?
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Monica Archer

And by the way, my friend, has
no one warned you against
taking sips from unattended lasks?
And wouldn’t they tell you
leave well enough alone the cards
completing their inane painting tasks?
You’re a stalker! A real creep!
You clearly have no friends, for if
you’re a hero, where’s your merry band?
Bottom line, Alice, is you had no
business diving down that rabbit hole
and disrupting Wonderland.
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Re lections of a Picture Window

Yohan Rodriguez

-written on a crumpled napkinI sat down in the graduate lounge as an undergrad. Desk facing the huge picture window.
Down below the strollers hurry-foot to class beating down the pavement with rubber
souls and looking empty in their eyes. Do they know where they are going? Do I?
The loppy pigtail-headed girl in the striped sweater stops to say goodbye to friends. She’s
bent in the cold caressing wind licking her hand around in smooth motions. She must be
talking about an argument. An awkward, friendly hug separates the two and she hurriedly
makes her escape to warmth. Fall is coming to an end.
As the golden leaves on trees get stripped off bark leaving behind a brown brilliance. A
wrinkly and aging ixture expanding with each season until the humans deem it too big to
handle. I thought you liked it big America?
I had a vision, of your soft and silky skin being sliced by the paper razor edges of the dirty
dollar. You’ve sold your soul too many times and now it isn’t worth a handful of sh*t. The
word is loud but says nothing. Whispers of freedom in the wind are dejected by walls of
ignorance and ego. The skies are illed with planes hovering over brown smog-mist. The
excretion of our existence.
Yet you remain beautiful, like a pressed lower in the books of our stories. America, my
sweet love, we must nurture you back to health and soothe your burning wounds. The
new year brings a fresh babe to slaughter in the resolutions non-existent.
Nobody talks to each other anymore. A mere glimpse in the direction of the blondehaired beauty makes her retract into the turtle shell of her computer screen. A gentle
smile is seen as creepy and a compliment is something sneaky. Why did we turn our backs
to ourselves? Strange days indeed.
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Why is it that no one writes? Or is it that I know no one? Have the great scribblers
drained the written well of inspiration? Only leaving a few godly extra drops to those
moldy enough to soak up the muse-moisture and siphon it through their skins. My
heroes have left footprints bigger than Bigfoot's. Light my way through the dark alleys of
our generation’s distraction. Show me the true nature of the obstacles that de ine my
lifetime. Be the lickering candle that attracts the moths of truths and eat the cotton
blindfolds of blissful ignorance.
The twinkles that appear in sheer black sky. The s uiggly lines in my vision that
disappear when I try to follow them.
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Astounding Feather S ars

Nubia Lumumba

Beneath brash ocean waves
No other sight brings joy,
Than brave wingless creatures
Taking light-defying

All gravity’s lawed laws,
As if they are viceroys.
Astounding Feather Star,
How thrilling it must be,
To make oceans your skies
And on li uid air glide,
Softly, unhurriedly,
Over ields of rainbow–
Corals on reefs aglow…
Like lock of ribbons yoked,
Undulate, arms ornate,
With pinnules striped or specked.
But all good things must end;
Star’s blessing is its curse.
When severed arms renew,
Twice more than what is due,
Laden beauty must plod
In shame within the dirt,

Fallen like Icarus.
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SENSE

Valerie Jaretsky

The earth sounds deep and sonorous. You must listen very closely to hear the low
fre uency, just within our range. It breathes through “ohhhms” with eyes closed and
mind peaceful yet pensive.
The wind looks swirly and whimsical. It dances with leaves and clichés. Its lines trace the
clouds and slither into human ears. It plays with power lines like rubber bands, taut and
oscillating.
The rain tastes like overgrown weeds and sunshine peeking through trees, like the metal
of wire mesh bounding open windows in June. It tastes like blacktop and haze, like the
sweat on your lip when you tighten your grip on the steering wheel.
The ire smells like the coldest night of winter and the irst night of summer. It smells
like the work of human hands and the decorated caves of its origins. Its ashes secrete
mortality, oddly savory and drifting skyward.
(The act of writing feels like gliding your ingers across a gallery of thoughts and
memories, like wrapping your arms around just the right words and giving them a
s ueeze.)
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creature

AP Galassa

“you know you’d be prettier if…”
stop
who says i want to be pretty
whoever gave you that intel is sadly mistaken
because i don’t want
to be pretty
i want to be ugly
i want to be chilling,
i want horns to grow
from the top of my head &
become a beacon of warning,
i want to bear my teeth
& discover fangs
have uncurled from my gums,
i want wings
to sprout from my shoulder blades
& carry me off into the sky,
i want to pluck weak little men
like you from the ground
dig my talons into your lesh
& rip rip rip
until i discover the white marrow underneath
& when there’s nothing left
but strips of meat & matted hair
i want to look down
at my completed work & ask
“am i pretty now?”
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A Cannibal’s Guide to A Cheap Meal

Casey Masterson

Cannibalism isn’t illegal, in case you’re wondering. Really. Look it up. Cannibalism is legal, but
the means of getting this spécialité tend to be where people get duped. Murder, abuse of a dead
human body, organ tra icking, the list goes on. You get the picture: all of these things are very
illegal. Which is why you have to be smart.
I have a connection. In fact, I’m looking forward to seeing her today.
Our usual meeting spot is the Oakridge Diner. It’s a mom-and-pop sort of place, with rustic
charm and rustic waitresses. They bring that good ol’ small town charm that comes with a sarcastic
waitress and mediocre service. Some may say that it’s worth the couple bucks to go to Shelly’s Diner
up the road, but I think this diner has far better hash browns. I sit alone at my usual booth by the
window as I await my supplier. I wrap both my hands around the generic, white, ceramic mug as I
enjoy the warm sensation that comes from this. Not because it’s cold outside, mind you, it’s July. I
just think the feeling is nice and soothing.
As I lean back against the hard, plastic booth, I tune out the waitresses gossiping at the 50’s
style counter in favor of looking out to the street through the smudged window. A young family is
window-shopping on the other side of the street. The dad is pushing a stroller with a little tyke in it,
chatting happily away with the mom about God knows what. Thomas, the decrepit and handsy
owner of Cooper’s Pub, sets out a sign out front by the corner. It proudly announces that tonight is
Ladies Night. All women drink for half off, if they’re willing to brave the lewd comments thrown
their way. Only women unaware of this creep’s designs will attend.
“You’re early,” a voice of freshly s ueezed lemons chides me. I look up to see the bitter,
ravenes ue beauty known as Maria. She has long black hair that cascades over her shoulders in
smooth waves. Maria’s shoulders are cloaked in a light green sweater that only she could pull off,
with dark jeans to complement it. Her olive skin is tanned due to her disposition towards beach
days. Her brown eyes would be beautiful if they weren’t always so cold. Looking into them is like
looking into those Greek sculptures of goddesses, although even those have more emotion carved
into them. Her sweet voice is always bitter when she talks to me. My assumption has always been
because she inds me repugnant. That’s what she tells me anyway.
“You know what they say.” I smile innocently. “The early bird gets the worm.”
“Yeah, well, I’ve got your worm for you.” As Maria sits, she pulls out her Galaxy S9+ and holds it
out to me. As I take it, we both notice that my hand is shaking. She attributes it to excitement and
becomes more disgusted than before. I ignore it, because this has been happening for about a week
now. I chalk it up to nerves.
I examine the picture of the man presented to me and become disappointed. He’s muscular,
which means his meat would be tough. At least he looks healthy. It would be worse if I couldn’t
salvage any of it. My last meal happened to have come from a smoker. Touching a tar-riddled lung
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is like touching the rocks covered in slime at a river bed. The tough meat of this gym-junkie would
be a dream in comparison. I scroll to the second photo, a screenshot of her notes. It has the time and
place that I’ll be meeting Maria’s hitman: two AM at the usual abandoned warehouse. Cliché, but
perfect for this kind of trade-off. Also included is the name of the poor sap who’ll become dinner,
Richard Simpkins. I never cared much for this type of information, but I don’t have the heart or the
balls to tell Maria that.
“What’d Richard Simpkins do to deserve your wrath?”
“I’m sick of him. I give him a loan and he repays me by skipping town. Don is dealing with him
tonight.”
I’d be afraid of Maria if I didn’t know I was useful to her. She talks about people the way my
Aunt Franca talks about the cashier who wouldn’t re ill her coupon.
I return her phone to her before I take a sip of my stale, lukewarm coffee. I chide myself for not
drinking it while it was hot, stale coffee. Debbie, the red-haired waitress, never makes a good batch
of coffee. Flo, the old sweetheart who works out of boredom in retirement, makes the best. I
should’ve known better to meet Maria on one of Flo’s days off. The li uid sloshes about in the cup as
my shaking hand holds it to my lips. This prompts a look from Maria that I haven’t seen before. If I
didn’t know any better, I might mistake it for pity.
“What’s wrong with you?”
“Sorry?”
“You can’t keep your hand steady.”
Something about the fact that she at least half cares makes me smile. “It’s been doing that for a
week or so. I hardly notice it anymore.”
“Maybe being a human garbage disposal is catching up to you.”
I doubt it. I’ve been doing this for four years, so I know all the tricks. Human meat is high in
calories, so I’m careful to balance human and “normal” meats.
"Maybe.” I sip my coffee once again, and the ceramic hits my teeth because of my unsteadiness.
“You want to stick around for some coffee?”
“Never.”
“Why not?”
“ ’Cause you disgust me.”
There is the Maria I know and love. This no longer hurts my feelings, as I’m used to it, but my
smile fades away. “You can’t think I’m that bad.”
“Oh?”
“You’re the one that keeps calling me back here.”
She glares at me. “Just don’t keep Don waiting.”
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She stands from the booth, ignoring my attempt to wave goodbye as she slips out onto the
street.
***
I stand over what was once Richard Simpkins as Don idly guards the door. The beloved hitman reminds me of a shaved gorilla. He certainly has the lat face and bulging muscles of one. His
forehead that pays homage to Peyton Manning is hidden under a black beanie. A matching T-shirt
hugs his inhumanly pale skin. His deep-set eyes are a trademark of his brutal nature.
“You really butchered his throat, hm? Not much to work with.”
Don grunts, which makes me afraid to speak to him again. I don’t need his help, anyway. I’ve
come prepared. I’ve brought my backpack of tools, which contains knives, scalpels, and trash-bags. I
also have my two coolers, the ones that you see at any barbecue: the blue plastic ones that have the
white lids. These coolers, much like their cousins at the barbecue, are illed with ice.
Now, it’s hard to go about this when you think of the meat as a person. That’s why I’ve trained
myself to do otherwise. I’ve learned to view people as one views cows: they can be nice and cute
while also serving as a great meal. It’s never fun to see the animal your meat comes from, even if you
didn’t kill it yourself. My morbid sense of curiosity is what puts dinner on the table rather than
killing any cats, so it’s important to get over this hurdle. You grow thicker skin as time goes on. By
my third or forth harvest I no longer felt bothered, as the labor is worth the result.
I start with the meat. I peel and carve away at the more appealing bits, which I place into the
irst cooler. The scraps and inedible portions get placed off to the side for later disposal. Now, I’m
no specialist, but I have mastered some skills over the years. I can now get the meat out without
hacking it to shreds. The only problem is that all of this work is incredibly time-consuming and
there’s a lot of meat. Once this is complete, my one cooler is illed, and I’m ready to move on to the
organs.
I’m a liver fanatic. I know, it’s not a popular item, but trust me. When you cook it just right, it
really pops. I also enjoy the stomach prepared as a haggis. Once again, not very popular, but you
don’t become a cannibal when you have renowned eating habits. At least, that isn’t why I got into it.
I take other organs too, such as the heart, brain, lungs, tongue--the list goes on.
“This will keep me content for uite a while,” I comment to Don as I pack away what remains
of the carcass into the trash bags. “Thank you again.”
“Whatever, you sick little twerp.”
I feign a wounded look. “Aw, Don, how could you? I’m not all that bad. After all, I’m not the
one that killed him.”
Don doesn't appreciate my uip. Don never appreciates my uips. Maria should really hire a
hit-man with a sense of humor. I leave the warehouse to avoid becoming his next victim. I drag my
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coolers in tow as my legs wobble underneath me, which I attribute to my fear of the meatball I’m
leaving behind.
The scariest part of my journey has yet to come: the drive home. Butchery has the unpleasant
side effects of leaving your clothes all bloody and making you smell like death. The ride home tends
to consist of praying no one sees me and attempting to ignore the smell. A chopped-up human body
reeks, but the result is worth putting up with the stench. Besides, if you have strong enough Febreze
Vent Clips, you’ll hardly notice it. A perk of having these meetings in the wee hours of the night is
that hardly any people are out and about. It only takes one person to see you for the whole business
to go down the drain. Once, a cop car followed right behind me for a few miles, and I was half
tempted to just pull over and confess. Eventually, he pulled into a 7-Eleven and my anxieties were
for naught.
I’m lucky enough not to have any sign of the police to drive me to panic. My coolers rest on the
tile loor of my kitchen with the lids open as I prep the meat into their own plastic storage
containers. My cat, Lee, sniffs at the contents of my tubs until I shoo him away. Not until I pack
away the very last item of food do I realize I’m starving. This provokes me to open the fridge and
stare blankly into it until something appeals to me. I end up choosing the tub marked “Brains” in
blue Sharpie marker. I’ve had this recipe for maple sausage and eggs I’ve been dying to try, and little
brain patties should work wonderfully. The kitchen ills with a delightful aroma as I cook my meal
on the stove.
The smell reminds me of when I decided to try out this cannibalism shtick. I’d been at
Wellman’s, the local grocery store, buying my dinner for the week. A coworker had recommended
organic meats, which I soon found out were ridiculously overpriced. If you think about it,
everything aside from junk food is expensive. I grumbled over this concept until I got to the register.
I ignored the old woman yelling at the underpaid young woman at the register as I looked over the
magazine rack. One advertised a man who’d looked for someone on the internet to volunteer to be a
willing meal. The police could only charge the man for murder, as cannibalism was not illegal. I
thought that was an interesting way to save money. This is how my thrifty habit came to be. I don’t
have to pay to be a cannibal. I do my job for Maria pro bono to help her get rid of her victims. Winwin.
You might think this is a bit weird, but I could be doing much worse. I could’ve been killing
these people myself, but I’m not heartless.
My meal inishes with my reverie. I take my meal to the head of my dining room table with a
tall glass of orange juice.
Before I can take my irst bite, my swan song sounds at the door. The three loud bangs of the
ist against my door could have very well been death’s bell sounding off. Naturally, dread hits me
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like someone who realizes they set their alarm too late. I look down to notice I have yet to change
from my bloodstained clothes. Guests tend to disapprove highly of such things. Perhaps I can
explain it away. Hopefully I can explain it away.
As I attempt to stand, I notice something frightening. I can’t. Even as I push my trembling
hands against the table to hoist myself up, my legs refuse to cooperate and buckle under me.
That’s when the policemen kick down my door. All of them have their guns trained on me. All
of them look angry.
“Get on your knees and place your hands behind your head!”
My response to this surprises even myself.
I laugh.
I laugh a boisterous, crazed, uncontrollable laugh. The kind that you make after their boss
makes a hilarious joke that it suits you to ind funny. I can’t help it. I can’t stop. I’m terri ied, yet the
laughter will not cease.
My last memory is of the police throwing me to the ground.
I wake up in a hospital room. The room, my sheets, everything around me is bright white. As I
try to push myself up, I notice that I’m handcuffed to the bed rail. Great. A whiteboard is on the
wall in front of me with a clipboard to the side of it. My name is written on it, along with the names
of my doctor and a nurse. The handwriting is not dissimilar to that of the bubbly lettering of a
teenage girl.
I hear a gentle knock on the door before a woman enters. She has her blond hair tied back in a
tight bun. Along with her tight bun is the typical doctor’s get up- white coat, stethoscope--the
works. The fact that she’s my doctor is con irmed by the name on her nametag, Susan Walters,
matching that on the whiteboard.
“How long was I out?”
“A few hours.”
“Why am I here?”
“The police brought you here after your arrest. You blacked out.”
“I see.”
“I have a uestion for you, and you need to answer honestly.”
“I’ll do my best to.”
“Have you ever eaten human brains before?”
I hesitate, but ind no reason to lie to the doctor. The police would’ve told her what they found
me eating. At least, I assume they would.
“It’s not my favorite, but I don’t like to waste anything.”
Doctor Walters nods as she grabs the clipboard from the wall. “But you have eaten it more than
once.”
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“Yes. I can’t give you an exact number, but over the years I’ve had my share. Why?”
“I wanted to be sure of that before I diagnosed you.” The doctor lifts a page from the clipboard
before letting it fall, allowing for her attention to return to me. “You have kuru.”
“What is that?”
“A rare neuro-degenerative disorder that comes from eating human brains,” the doctor explains
emotionlessly. I miss the sarcasm and bitterness of Maria at this point—at least there’s some feeling
behind it. “The police told me the hit man informed them of your habits. They caught him but not
long before they caught you, I believe. The fact that you label everything helped them uite a bit. At
least, that’s what they said.”
I mentally curse my need for order, yet I make no comment.
“From what we can gather, you seem to be at stage two. In other words, you suffer from severe
shaking, emotional instability, and sporadic laughter. Also, you won’t be able to walk without
support anymore.”
Don probably doesn’t want butchery on his rap sheet, so he gave me up. I don’t know if I blame
him. “Am I going to be okay?”
Susan stirs in discomfort, though she maintains the stoic face of someone who often has to
deliver bad news. “We’ll do everything in our power to make you comfortable. Unfortunately, kuru
is fatal. You will—”
The doctor is cut off by my unbridled laughter. I laugh so hard that the bed begins to shake as
violently as I am.
That organic meat would have paid off in the long run, after all.
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Evening Muse

Tristan James

Who understood the clouds' precision
leant on evening's silver rheum–
And the moon; ring of melted uestions,
slit into their foam?
From the light, notes began in uiet rivulets,
the holy signals.
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worship of small town gods

Victoria Arena

The pictures of the missing kids get stylized into holy art. Flyers become prayer cards.
A beautiful deck of young saints. The Believers look up to the sky, glimpse at strange
moving orbs and pray. All the missing have gray eyes. It becomes a symbol for the
blessed. Touched by some silver light. More than mortal they have ascended into pillars
of light, into the metal mouth of some strange craft, traveled beyond our world, into
some other incomprehensible dimension. We tend to worship that which we cannot
understand. And immortalize those gone too soon. It’s no different now, in small towns
where the kids keep disappearing into the night.
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Bittersweet

Kristen Millburn

Freedom tasted like strawberry ice cream with large red chunks sliding down our newlylicensed forearms and onto the leather car seats we promised my mother we would keep clean. You
screamed every time you merged onto the highway, the exclamatory shape of your mouth ringed
with sweet berry. The volume knob on the radio turned sticky from our iced ingers turning up the
music so we could scream cheesy lyrics at each other, prioritizing performance over safety. We
would ight over who got to drive to our weekly ice-cream trip, and you drove there more often than
I did, but I guess that doesn’t matter now. You looked better driving my mom’s old minivan
anyways.
Irresponsibility was whirled into the rocky road ice cream I ate at the Fourth of July party to
try to mask the cheap taste of vodka searing down my throat. I asked you if you could see the
exploding stars in the sky or if that was just something that all drunk people saw, and you were kind
enough to explain the concept of ireworks to me but friend enough to tease me about it the next
day. You gave me aspirin and water and told me to stick to Fresca next time.
Being grounded tasted like Blueberry Blast. My mom found out about the Fourth of July thing.
Probably because I passed out on our front porch when I got home and she found me covered in
vomit the next morning, but who can say? She took my keys and said I couldn’t drive anywhere with
you, so we walked four miles in the terrible heat to stick to our important ice-cream schedule. I was
so grateful to you that I even let you convince me to try Blueberry Blast. It was terrible. You told me
that you couldn’t get ice cream with me the next week because you had an appointment. I always
hated blueberries.
Your appointment tasted like the cooked carrots my mom made me eat that day because I was
at home for once and not with you. I hate cooked carrots even more than I hate blueberries but
barely. I ate two ice cream sandwiches for dessert to make up for the carrots.
The irst time I visited you after your admittance tasted like fudgsicles, warm and melted after
being shoved in my pocket so I could smuggle them past the doctors. We got fudge all over your
white sheets. Okay, it was mostly me. I got fudge all over your white sheets. Then you told me you’d
die for a Blueberry Blast and I was so offended I wanted to stop being your friend right then and
there, but I decided against it because I’m just a good person like that.
The second time I visited you tasted like vanilla ice cream. You had one perfect scoop in a
Styrofoam cup. It was a pitifully small amount to give an ice-cream a icionado such as yourself, but
you shared with me anyways. It was the bean kind, not the French kind. We said they saved the
French kind for when you get to go home. I told the nurses that they should get someone to paint on
a terrible mustache and talk like Lumiere when you leave with your Going Home ice cream, and you
laughed so hard that the tube in your nose disconnected and people rushed in and made me leave.
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My third visit tasted like nothing. You told me you couldn’t eat because it made everything
worse and I said maybe this was all just a serious case of lactose intolerance. You didn’t laugh.
My fourth visit tasted like the mask they made me cover my mouth with so I didn’t give you
more germs. You slept the whole time. Which was a shame, because I had a really great joke to tell
you. It was about cows. And also because that was the last time.
Your wake tasted like damp Kleenex and stale raisin cookies from the Stop & Shop down the
street. My mom said I had to wear tights, but I said I didn’t think you would care if I did or not.
Plus, I hate tights more than I hate cooked carrots and Blueberry Blast, but barely.
Your funeral tasted like French vanilla ice cream. It was too melted and I couldn’t inish my
soupy scoop of the Going Home ice cream. I would have preferred Blueberry Blast.
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New Reins for Gypsy

Casey Masterson

“Pete Olson makes real ine leather, don’t he?”
Gypsy whinnied in response.
Tilson Burrows placed his new amber saddle on his illy’s back. Pop Burrows had taught his son
how to make leather it for the wiliest of cowboys when he was just a young boy. Now, Tilson would
not accept any less.
“This here should last us a little while now, so ah reckon my next project’ll be new reins for
yuh. That good 'nuff fer yuh, girl?”
Gypsy turned to look at her owner as best she could. Tilson responded by giving her a pat on
the snout.
The cowboy mounted his clydesdale and rode off into town. Gypsy trotted with a purpose,
allowing the sand to kick up under her. Tilly, the doctor-barber, closed his blinds as the
cowboy went by. Those of strong resolution refused to head inside Roland’s Saloon, although they
avoided his gaze when offered eye contact. Sally Hester and her gaggle of gossipers uickly slipped
inside Carter’s, the closest thing to a restaurant this town could muster.
Burrows was used to such treatment by now. It happened whenever he stayed in a town too
long. The next one would present new opportunities.
Gypsy could gallop as soon as they reached the desert on the outskirts of town. There was no
possibility of the horse trampling anyone out here, lest it be a snake. The duo’s destination was
Ritzville, named partially in spite of its lackluster appearance. It was a day’s ride away, which meant
he would have to spend the night in Devil’s Beat desert. This place was crawling with natives, but
Tilson hardly felt any fear.
He was the most dangerous thing in that desert.
They rode onwards until dusk. The cool air warned of the impending cold that would replace
the wasteland’s famous heat. He would need to make a ire to prevent himself from being just
another corpse in the desert. Tilson jumped off his horse and grabbed his tinderbox from his pocket.
He was out.
“This here’s a mighty big problem, girl,” Burrows commented, scratching his head from under
his amber leather hat. It matched his saddle, more or less, although it was a darker shade. Much to
his good fortune, he noticed a light licker off in the distance. He s uinted in order to see the newly
lit ire with a dark igure sitting by it. The young man grabbed theclydesdale’s reins and led her
forward. His leather boots, made of similar material to his hat and saddle, sunk into the sand.
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The igure in the distance turned out to be an unfortunate one to come across. It was none
other than Lester Conway. While Tilson had never been formally introduced, he knew this
conversation wouldn’t go well. Conway was known to be feistier than a rattlesnake and tougher
than a bison. Although he was not much older than Burrows, he had an extensive criminal history.
Tilson knew he had to be cautious. He took off his hat to reveal a mess of dark hair and
approached hesitantly. “'Scuse me, suh. Ah happened to see yer ire from o’er there.” He motioned
back with his head before continuing. “Ah’ve run outta tinder, ya see. It’d be awfully nice if yuh’d let
me share yer ire fer the night.”
Lester stared Tilson down as if he were pushing snake oil on him. “Get lost, kid. It ain’t my
fault yer irresponsible.”
“C’mon, suh, can yuh at least spare some tinder or sumpthin’? Ah’ll freeze to death out here.”
“Not my problem.”
Burrows eyed Conway for a moment before he put his hat back on and turned on his heel.
“Looks like this guy’s mama ne’er taught 'im to share, Gypsy. What’n ass.”
That provoked a growl from the man behind him. “Yuh think yer real funny, huh, kid?”
Tilson smirked. “Just speakin’ the truth, suh.”
“Tell yuh what, kid. If yuh want my ire so bad, yuh’re gonna have to come take it.”
“Fine by me, suh.” Tilson drew his gun and ired. Lester dropped to his knees, clutching his
chest. He looked up at the young man, who now stood over him with a look colder than the night
about to come. “In my defense, suh, ah did ask nice irst.”
Lester glared de iantly. “Well, ain’t yuh gonna inish me o ?”
“Sure am, suh.” Tilson put his gun away and took out his knife. “Ah’m just gonna get a little
creative, if yuh don’t mind.” Burrows grabbed the other’s hair and yanked his head back. “They ne’er
suspect the cowboy, y’know? Always blame it on them Indians.”
He then drove the knife into his skull and pulled the blade back. Scalping someone was not
too much unlike peeling an apple. Of course, an apple wouldn’t scream as loud as Lester Conway,
but the action was the same. He allowed the corpse to fall to the sand below as he held the dripping
scalp in his hand. He let it fall to the sand as he bent over the other’s corpse.
He pulled back the black collar of the other’s shirt in order to get a good look at his caramel
skin.
The perfect shade for new reins to match Gypsy’s fur.
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identity

AP Galassa

dysphoria weighs into my shoulders
when i look in the mirror
i don’t see myself
i see a chest
disproportionate
heavy & weighted
this body isn’t my own
it belongs to them
i no longer have an identity
they speak for me
they walk into a room before me
they command attention
i do not
i want them cut off
removed from me
it’s a matter of necessity
not cosmetology
this feminized body
is unnatural for me
she doesn’t it anymore
i’d rather be just a thing
not a she or a he
just a being
an it
a shapeless mound
covered in layers of cloth
inally permitted to be
unseen liberated and free
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Her Black Abaya

Nubia Lumumba

Hangs delicately
From her tall thin frame
And obscures the contours
Of her hips, for she’s not vain.
When she steps outside
All covered in black–
Sack is what they call it,
But she doesn’t look back.
She just glides on by
Taking their venomous words in stride,
For she knows her jihad is
To wear the hijab with pride,
Even while the white mob shouts:
Terrorist! Towelhead!
Isis! Osama!
All Muslims are savages!
All Muslims must die!
Their barbed wire words do not entangle her.
Negativity is a catapult that launches her faith on high.
She will bow her will to one Lord only;
He who governs the thinning of the day
And the thickening of the night,
And He whose Scales of Justice
Will not pardon the oppressor’s heart of spite.
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Love in Her Presence

Kiyana Moore

For the longest time I thought my family wasn’t normal. Not that there wasn’t any love, but
normal as it relates to this cookie-cutter concept of a family that involves a mom, a dad, two and a
half children and maybe a golden retriever. There being fourteen of us living in a three-bedroom
apartment didn’t help my idolized idea of that cookie-cutter type of family and still, as much as I
desired to have a different life, my family was anchored to me.
It had come fast. The future I desperately wished for. I remember urging for it most nights as I
laid in bed, my shoulder pressed against the coldness of the re-spackled wall. I remember waking up
to the cause of it. The hole was a result of my inebriated cousins ighting over God knows what. I
knew that wall well, its comforting devotion was there every time I laid in bed wishing for a new
family that didn’t scar me, wishing for a family I could love easily. I was the second youngest out of
everyone, including my twin brother who never let me live down the fact that he was two minutes
older. The times I didn’t spend doing homework or being used as a practice dummy for all the boys
in our house I spent with my grandmother. Even at such a young age I took pleasure in just simply
watching her.
It was the way she raised me that made my love for her the greatest love I’ll ever know. Family
to my grandmother was all about patience and love, and after everything I watched her own family,
my family, put her through she still raised all of us--her kids, and the children of her own kids--to
love wholeheartedly, as if she pushed all of us out herself. Her taking responsibility for kids her own
children didn’t want was love, and though cliché, blood couldn’t have made us any closer; our
adversities did.
Every day she would wake up at ive o'clock in the morning. Even on the days where she was
sick or when her knee was acting up. Her “bad knee” as she called it, didn’t stop her from making
sure we got to school early, because feeding thirteen other mouths on food stamps was de initely
harder than just simply shouting “get the hell up,” so we would make it to school in time to get the
free breakfast. Those four words, translated to us who knew her, meant “I love you.” It meant “I love
you enough to not let you know what hunger is even on the days where I know I might not have the
ability to provide necessities to you.” So get the hell up.
There were some mornings when I would wake up just as early as she did, and that was
probably only because she moved the dining table trying to get to the bathroom and it would hit
the wall our room shared with the kitchen. I would smell her Newport cigarettes before I would
hear the shu ling of her slippers on the hardwood loor while I pretended I was still asleep. She
always knew when I was faking it because then she’d come in and kiss me and tell me to help her
iron everyone’s uniforms. Little moments like those made me realize that was her way of making
sure I knew that even though I was the smallest, I wasn’t being overlooked.
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Holidays were better at our house than most would expect even though there were a lot of us.
Some might anticipate angry family members drunk off spiked eggnog and grown men shouting
over football--which were all very true assumptions except they weren’t as angry. I loved hanging up
the coffee-stained, beige Christmas cards my grandmother received over the course of her life from
old friends and family. I never asked her why she would do this every year, but I loved how happy
she was doing it. Everyone in our family got used to not expecting much on Christmas, no matter
the age. We were all aware of other things that needed to be paid for, like the electric bill or the
heat for those cold Jersey winters. I, for one, was too pessimistic to believe some fat, white man was
going to come into our place, down a chimney we didn’t have, and put gifts we dreamed of under a
tree we couldn’t afford. And yet my grandmother would always give us the best she could, even if
that meant using the last of her money on dollar-store bought dolls and Legos. That’s love if I ever
saw it.
And, after all this, nowadays she doesn’t recognize me. She doesn’t remember her teaching me
how to make her homemade banana bread or us watching her soaps together. Young and the Restless
was her favorite because she loved Eric Braeden and I loved the melodrama of it all. She can no
longer remember me reading to her at night all the R.L Stine and Harry Potter books I picked up
the afternoon before from the public library. She can no longer remember her many grandchildren
or great-grandchildren. I smile when I enter the same room as her; she doesn’t recognize me. Only
when I put her hand to my hair when I hug her, does she know who I am. Not because she used to
struggle to braid it every morning before school, but because I was the one out of her daughters and
all her granddaughters that had hair like her. My grandmother can no longer remember losing a
daughter to cancer, and as much as I may want to tell her she’s no longer with us when she asks for
her, letting her think she has all of her children in this world hurts less than seeing the pain come
across her face when she inds out that isn’t true. Love is loving someone for all the great memories
they’ve given you and your family even if they don’t remember you.
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Two in the Morning

Monica Archer

“What was that?”
This thought burst into the minds of every resident of Smalltown at the exact same time, which
happened to be two in the morning on a Sunday. It burst onto the scene in a shower of sparks
vibrantly red, green, blue, and pink. It exploded in vivid shapes like American lags and smiley faces.
The thought came with accompanying exclamations of “oooh,” and “aaah.”
Fireworks. At 2 a.m.
This was unacceptable.
There was only one thing for the residents of Smalltown, Anywhere, to do.
That’s right. Post on Facebook.
***
Rachel Tremaine didn’t know what the sound was. It could have been a car back iring. Her
neighbor could have been brutally shot and murdered. Whatever the sound was, Rachel didn’t care.
Whatever the sound, Rachel was angry.
It was 2:01. Rachel heard her baby crying from the other room. She didn’t get up to check on the
baby. This wasn’t about the baby. Rachel did what any sane person would do when they heard a
noise at two in the morning. She picked up her phone and pressed her thumb against the oasis on
her screen—blue with a lowercase “F.” The app called to her. Rachel cracked her knuckles, the sound
of her baby wailing fading into the distance, and went to the local Facebook group entitled
“Smalltown Friends and Fun.”
***
Greg Perkins was jolted awake two minutes after his head hit the pillow. He had just arrived
home after a long night of work. Well, obligation. Well, okay, drinking. But it was drinking with
people from work, which was necessary to keep up the appearance that he was part of the group. It’s
almost like it was an extension of work. Why is Greg even explaining this? Who are you, his wife?
Mind your own business!
Greg was wildly confused when he heard the explosion, but he was still angry. He had to go
back to work in six hours. And this time, he really meant work. Greg was a door salesman. This
sounds a little like door-to-door salesman, but it’s a different concept. In fact, if Greg were a doorto-door salesman, he would probably have more luck in his career, because most people already have
doors. That’s what door-to-door salesmen knock on. Does Greg getting home at nearly 2 a.m. make a
little more sense now?
No one else in Greg’s house woke up at the sound of the bomb. That’s what Greg was convinced
the sound was, by the way. A bomb. Greg frantically tried to shake his wife awake but she merely
rolled over. In the attempted waking, Greg’s wife actually fell off the bed and onto the
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loor. Greg was frustrated, but he made the executive decision to leave her there and save himself.
Those doors weren’t going to sell themselves.
Taking the uilt from around his sleeping-on-the- loor wife and wrapping it around himself,
Greg went to go examine the damage of the bomb. It was 2:01. He heard his neighbor’s baby crying.
“Poor kid,” thought Greg. “Probably upset about the bombing.”
Greg seriously overestimated the wherewithal of an 8-month-old. And of himself.
***
Sally Field—not that one—heard a crash at around 2:10 a.m. She had not been disturbed by the
ireworks, but the crash roused her from a sound sleep. Sally was an 80-year-old retiree who lived
alone. She was very skittish and tended to assume the worst in every situation. Therefore, when Sally
sat bolt upright after there arose such a clatter, she immediately panicked because she was under the
impression that she had gone blind in her sleep. Sally’s eyes were open but she could see nothing, not
even the faintest outline of the baseball bat propped against her bedroom door to ward off
intruders. Normally, she could see the gleam of the word “Easton” even in the darkest black night,
which gave her comfort. Tonight, there was no Easton, no bat, and still no answer as to what had
caused the crash.
Sally lailed around in the bed for uite some time. She thrashed and tore at her blankets and
sheets. She picked up her pillow and threw it out the window. She ripped her robe in half. All
normal reactions to suddenly becoming blind. Sally felt suffocated by the darkness, and after her
tantrum, at the moment when she felt lowest, she clutched her face in her hands in desperation.
That was when Sally felt the sleep mask she had put on before bed. She pulled it off cautiously and
found, to her great relief, that she could in fact see. She looked towards her baseball bat with
overwhelming love.
It was 2:15. Still not knowing what the crash had been that startled her, Sally padded down the
stairs to her desktop and opened Internet Explorer. “Time to investigate,” thought Sally as she typed
in the address bar: www.facebook.com. And yes, she did type out www.
***
Greg was lying on his front lawn on his back. He had fallen off his roof when he went out to
investigate the effects of the bombing. Fortunately, he was wrapped in his wife’s blanket, which
cushioned the fall. However, Greg was still in uite a bit of pain. He also hadn’t seen anything to
corroborate his assumption that the sound he had heard was a bomb at all. Greg pulled out his
phone to check Facebook. Some other resident of Smalltown must have had some inkling as to the
source of the sound. Besides, Greg was pretty sure his leg was broken, so it wasn’t like he could have
moved. Although, a pillow had descended from a nearby window and he was able to prop his leg up
on that. If only there was an emergency number Greg could have called to get him to the hospital…
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***
The Facebook page unfurled itself on the bright screen of Rachel’s phone. No one had posted
yet, and her baby was still crying. Rachel’s thumbs moved uickly and deliberately across her
keyboard. Within the minute Rachel pressed “post” there were 4 likes. It seemed that every person in
town woke up at the sound of the explosion.
***
As he stared at the sky at 2:30 a.m., Greg Perkins realized what the source of the sound had
been. He saw the colorful sparks and the thought dawned on him that it was probably someone
celebrating Independence Day a little early. April is early for a July holiday, right? The second the
mystery had been solved and Greg was sure that it had not been a bombing, his feelings went from
relief to regret.
***
Sally Field was watching the Facebook madness unfold from her comfortable computer chair in
front of her desktop. It seemed that Smalltown had lost its collective mind and needed to get some
collective sleep.

Rachel Tremaine Smalltown Friends and Fun
OMG! Did anyone else hear that noise? What the hell was that? Isn’t
there a noise ordinance in this town? My baby was sleeping! Ugh, smh
#pissed. 2:02
Greg Perkins I’m pretty sure it was a bomb! It shook the whole house,
my wife is on the floor, and I think my leg is broken. 2:15
Terry Spalding @Greg Perkins… a BOMB?! This is serious. Are you
okay?? Is your wife okay?? Do you need help? Who is setting off a
bomb in Smalltown?! 2:17
Peri Hanna I knew something like this would happen eventually.
Probably one of those kids I saw earlier in the week. One of them was
riding his bike without a helmet. That’s how it starts. Kids have
absolutely no respect. I’ve lived in Smalltown for 56 years and I would
never have thought to bomb the town. That’s just not what we did
back in the day. 2:19
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Theodore Parrish Greg, if you think this was a bomb you’ve got to call
the police! This goes further than a noise ordinance, which by the
way…THERE IS ONE. NO NOISE AFTER 9PM. I’d say it’s well past 9 p.m.
at this point. If someone was going to bomb Smalltown, they should
have been considerate and waited until the noise ordinance is lifted at
8 a.m.! 2:20
Dale London Actually, Ted the noise ordinance begins at 10 p.m.
It’s still unacceptable that there is noise this late, but I just wanted
to clear up that technicality. 😊 2:21
Theodore Parrish ACTUALLY, Dale, I was on the noise ordinance
committee back in ’08 and I can assure you that it’s 9 p.m. Have a
blessed day. 2:22
Sally Field RACHEL. . . I DID NOT HEAR THE NOISE YOU ARE TALKING
ABOUT. I HEARD A CRASH AROUND 2:10 THAT SOUNDED LIKE
SOMEONE FALLING OFF THEIR ROOF. . . I WONDER. . . DID ANYONE ELSE
HEAR THIS NOISE???? 2:17
Peri Hanna Hi Mrs. Field. I didn’t hear that sound but I wouldn’t be
surprised if it was one of those kids who don’t wear helmets. Probably
pushed someone off their roof. When I was a kid, we used to just run
around and mow our neighbors’ lawns. 2:21
Dale London Actually, Peri, we didn’t mow lawns, we raked
leaves. And we didn’t run, we walked. I understand your point, but
I just wanted to clear up that technicality. 😊 2:23
Rachel Tremaine No, I only heard the initial sound at 2 a.m. Haven’t
been able to hear anything else because my baby has been crying in
the other room. 2:30
***
Greg had to ix his mistake. He had to tell everyone that it wasn’t a bomb. Why, oh why, had he
posted without further investigation? He heard sirens in the distance. Greg was certain by now that
his leg was broken, but Facebook came irst. He had to remedy what he had done. Greg took a deep
breath and poised his thumb over his keyboard.
***
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Greg Perkins Smalltown Friends and Fun
Hey everyone, it seems I was hasty when I said the sound was a bomb.
I see now that it’s fireworks. Probably someone celebrating the Fourth
of July a little early heh heh heh. And the sound Mrs. Field heard was
someone falling off their roof… me. Anyway, I guess I just want to say
I’m sorry, and remind you all that if you need to buy a door, I’m your guy!
2:35
Rachel Tremaine I don’t think it’s fireworks, I used to work in
pyrotechnics and I know what fireworks sound like. 2:37
Greg Perkins No, it is fireworks, I’m looking right at them! 2:38
Sally Field GREG. . . BE HAPPY YOU CAN SEE. I HAD A LITTLE
SCARE EARLIER AND NOW I JUST THANK GOD FOR MY SIGHT 2: 40
Peri Hanna I wouldn’t rule out those kids, Greg. They’re monsters! 2:36
Greg Perkins I swear it’s fireworks, Peri. I see them! 2:38
Dale London Actually, Greg, fireworks is plural, so you should
have said “I swear they’re fireworks.” I appreciate your apology,
but I just wanted to clear up that technicality. 😊 2:39
***
In the end, no one believed Greg about the ireworks, everyone believed Greg about the bomb,
Rachel’s baby cried herself to sleep, Greg’s wife slept through everything, Sally Field broke her
computer with her baseball bat, Peri Hanna proposed banning all children from the town, Dale
London mysteriously disappeared, Theodore Parrish created a Facebook committee, and the
paramedics inally put Greg’s leg in a cast. And so the sun rose again on another day in Smalltown,
though none of the residents saw it.
They were on Facebook.
Complaining.
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Contributors' Notes

AP Galassa is a queer poet and artist born and raised in New Jersey. They are
studying English with a minor in LGBTQ Studies. Last year they self-published a
small book of poetry called Make Good. You can find them wandering the local
park, at an open mic, or on instagram @apgala_
Hailey Bennett is a freshman at Montclair State. She is an aspiring singer who
also has a passion for the art of poetry. Her poem is meant to hit home with the
idea that social media is not everything it's cracked up to be. Poetry is one of
the most beautiful and most vulnerable art forms and she hopes to move
people who read her work. She would like to thank the people that support her
in everything she does. She would also like to send a special thank you to her
writing professor Meagan Dejong for pushing her to be her best and for helping
her to find her voice in her writing. Hailey hopes her “Ode to Social Media" is
something that resonates with her audience and she hopes it is enjoyed by
many!
Nubia Lumumba is an English major who will be spreading her wings and
leaving Rocky’s nest on 24 May 2019. Her life’s plan is to help little red hawks
in and around the United States develop their innate ability to soar so that they
can conquer mountains. She does not know how to write clever bios like some
of her fellow witty contributors, so you will just have to settle for “some words
of wisdom.”
Alyssa Roberts Hi my name is Alyssa! I am a freshman majoring in
communications and minoring in public and professional writing. I love writing
and animals. Some people call me the animal whisperer. Some.
Monica Archer is not very good at archery. Or writing bios.
Kelly Hess is a freshman majoring in Art Education.
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Tristan James My name is Tristan James, I’m a senior English major. I read
poetry and watch anime often. I waste a lot of time playing video games. I like
to pray and meditate. My future goals involve being a service to myself and
those around me however I can. I want my poetry to communicate to people's
unconscious through symbols and impressions. I like to create an atmosphere
or a mood rather than a direct meaning.
Ben Kusik Hi I’m Ben. I drink too much coffee.
Emma Daly is a sophomore English major with a concentration in creative
writing. In her free time she enjoys writing, doodling, and listening to music.
Alessandra Lentini is a sophomore majoring in Visual Arts and minoring in
Business. You may know her as the secret third member of the 80’s pop band
Wham! She hopes to one day travel the country in an old VW van while drawing
the places she visits.
Claudine David is a senior here at Montclair State University, majoring in
Animation & Illustration! She always loved to draw and her calling came in
middle school when she was rewarded for her art more than her other
academics. Her specialties include concept art and animation. Some of her
interests are reading good books and taking time to sit and reflect. She hopes
to work in an animation studio someday or basically anywhere where she gets
to use her artistic talents. You can find her work on
claudinedavid.wordpress.com.
Victoria Arena enjoys dreaming up strange worlds and populating them with
strange people who do strange things. Sometimes she writes them down.
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Casey Masterson is a German major who has minors in both creative writing
and mythology. When she is not writing, she enjoys reading and petting dogs.
She has written short stories, such as "A Cannibal’s Guide to a Cheap Meal" and
"New Reigns for Gypsy." Her favorite authors include J.R.R. Tolkien, Goethe, H.P.
Lovecraft, Arthur Conan Doyle, and Edgar Allan Poe.
Kristen Milburn is a junior English major and film minor. She is the creator and
head writer of MSU's first ever late night comedy show, Signing Off. She is a
staff writer for The Montclarion, where she focuses on opinion and comedy
writing. Kristen is also the Van Holten Elementary School Pickleball Champion
of 2004. She would like to thank her family, friends, and Amy Poehler for, well,
you know. Everything.
Valerie Jaretsky is a graduating English major, finishing up her student
teaching in an 8th grade classroom. She has been involved with TNR since her
freshman year. She is sad to leave it behind but hopes to celebrate her future
students' writing and art as much as this organization does. It has been a
childhood dream of Valerie's to have published writing and TNR has provided
her with that opportunity, which is so special to her. Maybe she'll sit down and
write a book or something one day ...we'll see.
Kiyana Moore I am currently a Junior majoring in English with a minor in
Creative Writing. My Interests include taking short walks to my bed, listening
to artists I can only dream of seeing front row, binge-watching Netflix series
and thinking I’m funnier than I really am.
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